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editor's notes 
duties of the Classmate, not because I 
was priming myself for the job of Editor 
(the furthest thing from my mind! ), but 
because I found each job so very interest-
ing! I am truly looking forward to th e 
challenge of editing the magazine as I 
never done anythi ng like this before and I 
love new experiences. I wish some of you 
out there would come to one of our meet-
ings and see how interesting it is and how 
much fu n we have. 
been here three and one-half years and 
we also enjoy it. Please send us a one year 
subscription . 
Congratulations to you and your dedi-
cated staff for a job well done. 
Sincerely, Pat Zielinski 
Pebble Beach 
Dear Mrs. Zielinski, 
We, the staff of the Classmate, sin-
cerely thank you for your interest in our 
magazine. It is always nice to hear some-
one feels our work is worthwhile. We 





The focus for th is month is " Christmas 
in November" . We moved Christmas up 
from December so as to give p eople 
more time to make some of the decora-
t ions detailed in this issue. Also, De-
cember will be Classmate's 20th Anniver-
sary so that issue will be full of nostalgia 
from the past 20 years. We plan to have a 
lot of fun with that issue, so please join 
us .. . first Tuesday and second Wednes-
day of each month in Herrmann Hall. Call 
us. 0 
Dear Editor, 
The management and staff of the For-
tune Cookie Restaurant would like to ex-
press our appreciation to all Naval Post-
graduate School families for their con-
tinued patronage over the past five years. 
It has been a pleasure to serve such warm 
and friendly people. We sincerely hope 
that your tour of the beautiful Monterey 
Pen insula will be a memorable one. 
How time flies! It seems as though I 
just began working (if you can call it that! ) 
on the Classmate and here I am, the 
Editor-in-Chief ! I began as the photo-
grapher , as that is one of my loves, and 
then added the Copy Editor position . I've 
worked closely with Deb Lo tt in the 
Dear Editor, 
My husband is a retired Air Force col-
onel and we both feel your magazine is 
interesting and informative not only for 
Navy Postgraduate wives and students 
but for anyone new to the area. We have Sincerely, John Hoang 
2 
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS ANO FACULTY CLUB 
The Naval Postgraduate School Officers' and Faculty Club is among the finest in the Navy. Its 
services are provided to all active duty officers of the Armed Forces, faculty members and other 
specific groups. BankAmericard and Mastercharge are accepted for package store, evening food 
services and El Prado bar. 
Continental Breakfast-0739-1030, El Rancho; Luncheon -1100-1315, El Rancho (Cafeteria) ; 
Evening Dining - 1830-2130, El Prado (Friday and Saturday). TGIF on Friday nights 2100-0100. 
Music Friday and Saturday nights 2100-0100. 
Attractive rooms at the Club are available for private parties, and the Club will prov ide prepared 
menu selections for home parties. For details call 372-1339. 
Remember to make reservations early and do let the Club know if you must cancel them. 
GUARANTEE ON 
PARTY RESERVATIONS 
Private parties in our dining 
rooms for which reservations 
have been made for 20 or more 
persons, must sign a contract (at 
least 24 hours prior to the event) 
guaranteeing 95% attendance. 
The beaudful sunken garden with pool, colorful 
flowers and well groomed plants sets the scene at 
Herrmann Hall at the entrance to the Commis-
sioned Officers' and Faculty Club. 
NPS PACKAGE 
STORE - 373-7511 
- is located adjacent to the 
Post Office, near parking lot "E" 
at the rear of Herrmann Hall . 
Beer, liquor, wine, mixers, cock-
tai l snacks and bar accessories 
are available. 
Monday-Saturday .1000-1700 





It is hard to believe that it is already 
November and that Christmas is just 
around the corner! I haven ' t even reco-
vered from all the Halloween festivities 
yet. Where has the time gone? 
Looking back, I know some of the time 
has gone into some really fantastic ac-
tivities ... 
September 23rd we had a delightful 
Salad Bar Luncheon at the Ramada Inn. 
Assist. Chief Sutton's program of "Every-
thing You Ever Wanted To Know About 
Fingerprinting and Never Dared Ask" was 
both fascinating and informative. We had 
a delicious lunch, listened to a super 
speaker and all had a delightful time. 
Thank you , Jan , for a job well done. 
October 4th was, by far, one of the 
most delightful evenings 'I 've had since 
we arrived in Monterey. The Military Ball 
was a complete success. The men looked 
ever so handsome in their various un-
iforms and the ladies were elegant. The 
Prime Rib Dinner was delectable. The 
Ball room was decorated with such 
splendid care and good taste - it never 
looked better! Truly it was an evening 
with CLASS. Thank you , Mary Ulrich and 
your wonderful committee. You are to be 
congratulated for your outstanding work. 
It was a Military Ball to be long remem-
bered . 
October 16th we had our Welcome 
Aboard Coffee. It was a very enjoyable 
evening. There are so many activities to 
take part in and so much to do on the 
Peninsula that none of you should be sit-
ting at home with nothing to do. OSWC 
has these Welcome Aboard Coffees for 
YOU. If you missed the production of 
CRAMALOT this time, come to the next 
one. l 'veseen itfourtimes now and enjoy 
it more each time. Nancy Thompson, 
Phyllis Blackwood and Mary Moore, 
thank you. 
October 21st brought the Luncheon 
and Fashion Show in the Barbara McNitt 
Ballroom. Such lovely fashions for the 
holidays. Howard's of Monterey showed 
us a pretty variety - something for 
everyone. Dominique's gave the added 
touch of elegance with the charming 
hairstyles. The luncheon was another 
smashing success! What a fun-filled af-
ternoon. 
Then October 25th was the La Mesa 
Carnival. Young and old alike seemed to 
have a good time. 
Well , here we are - it's November and 
there is much to do. Hopefully, some of 
our activities will be of interest to you , 
and you will take the time to join in the 
fun. 
The Crafts Bazaar is just around the 
corner on November 15th in the Barbara 
McNitt Ballroom . This is an opportunity 
for you to buy "special handmade and 
handcrafted" gifts. The many extremely 
talented girls sell their "wares" . This is 
always a highlight of the season. This is 
one function you won' t want to miss . 
Are you ready for the big "Get-away" 
trip to San Francisco? Jan has done a great 
job planning this trip on November 21st. 
If you don' t finish your Christmas shop-
ping at the Crafts Bazaar, this is your 
chance to get to San Francisco to com-
plete it. Or if you just feel like you need a 
break from the routine - then All Aboard 
and let's go to San Francisco. 
By now, those of you who came in Sep-
tember are probably pretty well settled. I 
sincerely hope you are taking advantage 
of all the many and varied activities 
OSWC and Monterey have to offer. This 
is a beautiful area and there is so much 
available - see and do as much as you can. 
OSWC is here to assist you in any way 
possible. Feel free to call me at649-4193 if 
you have any questions at all. I will be 
glad to answer them or help you find 
someone who will. 
This is the time of year we all take stock 
of our many blessings. We truly have 
much to be thankful for, so as Thanksgiv-
ing approaches, each of us should ex-
amine how blessed we are to be in the 
U.S.A ., our great and wonderful country, 
to be together as a family, to be on the 
beautiful Monterey Peninsula, and to be 
part of the international community of 
the Naval Postgraduate School. 
Have a Happy Thanksgiving and may 
God bless you all richly during this Holi-




M. I. HUMMEL 
Stamps . .. Coins 
World wide. 
Supplies . . 
Large Selection 
Specialize in U.S. Stamps 
Buy & Sell Gold & Silver 
Silver & Gold Jewelry 
Sterling Flatware 
Appraisal For 
Hummels, Stamps & Coins 
CANNERY ROW 
STAMP AND COIN 
807 Cannery Row 




First Vice President 
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OSWC 
OSWC has been very busy in the past 
two months - In September we had a 
great luncheon at the Crazy Horse Re-
staurant. In Odober we had a lovely lun-
cheon and Fashion Show by Howards of 
Monterey. If you missed either of these 
you really missed something. 
November 21 is our bus trip to San 
Francisco. We will leave at 8: 00 a.m. from 
Spruance and Farragut in la Mesa. Reser-
vations must be paid by November 19th 
on a first come first served basis. Please 
send checks made out to OSWCto: Bon-
nie Mitchell, 392 0. Rickets, Monterey, 
Ca. 93940 or phone 373-3522. 
We will be visiting Fishermans' Wharf. 




15-Christmas Crafts Bazaar 
21-San Francisco "Get-Away" Bus Trip 
24-Executive Board 0 
ADVERTISEMENTS 
FOR BUYERS 
A Christmas and Crafts Bazaar will be 
held on Saturday, November 15, 1980 
from 10:00 a.m. till 3:00 p.m. in the Bar-
bara McNitt Ballroom of the Naval Post-
graduate School. 
The holiday potpourri will feature dis-
plays of handicraft items made by OSWC 
members and will afford an opportunity 
to spark the season with unusual gifts. 
Bring your Christmas list so your shop-
ping problems will be solved. O 
A handy way 
to write a ctieck 
Hand over your checkbook! Monterey 
Federal invites you to use share 
drafts ... the profitable alternative to 
bank checking, with features such as: 
• No monthly service charge 
• No minimum balance 
• 7% annual dividends, compounded 
quarterly, on unused balance 
• Convenience of payroll deduction 
and direct deposit 
• Accepted everywhere 
• Monthly statements 
• Overdraft protection 
Share drafts from Monterey Federal .. . 
check them out today. You'll never 
want to go back to ordinary checking 
again! 
c:JW Monterey Federal 
~Credit Union 
550 El Estero Presidio of Monterey 
Phone 649-3600 Phone 373-0661 
Herrmann Hall NPS 2600 Garden Road 
Phone 373-2131 Phone 646-9366 
Each member account insured to $100,000 by 
Administrator, National Credit Union Administration. 
KINGDOM COME 
9:30 to 5 :30 Mon . thru Sat. 
Visit o ur "Children's and Youth Corner" 
26386 Carmel Rancho lane, Carmel 
"Approoching The Barnyard" 
Phone 624-1290 
Convenient Parkins at 2 Enlrances 
Thanksgiving Day Cards 
A NEW SHOP with a nondenomination-
al Christian theme! Bibles, Books, 
Magazines, Gifts; Greeting Cards and 
notes with a good selection of Gradua-
tion Cards; and a collection of fine 
contemporary JEWELRY by JAMES 
AVERY CRAFTSMAN, INC. Preview 
records and cassettes in our listening 
center. 
Lower Level • Carmel Plaza • 624-0441 
A unique selection of im-
ported and domestic gifts 
and toys for all ages. We 
also offer a complete hobby 
center at our upstairs train 
shop, do pay us a visit. 
~1'UNJO:ll ~ Tt\J\INS•NTrilNCiS ~ 
~--3-r_d_L_e_ve_i __ • __ c_a_rm_e_l_P_laz_a __ • _6_2_6_-o_s_s_1 _ ld 
OSWC COURTESIES: 
Courtesies are extended by OSWC 
in the form of flowers or cards to 
student wives who are hospitalized, 
seriously ill , or who have had a birth 
or death in the family. If you know of 
anyone to whom flowers or a card 
should be send, please contact Bon-
nie Mitchell , 373-3522. D 
TO OBTAIN OSWC MEMBERSHIP fill out the form below and return it 
with the appropriate dues to Reanie Worley, SMC 1776. Dues are as follows : 
Initial membership/renewal (2 quarter minimum) $3.00 
Each subsequent quarter/3 months $1.50 
(EX: Dues for 6 quarters/18 months $9.00) 
SMC _____ NEW MEMBER _____ RENEWAL ______ ACTIVE'--_____ ASSOCIATE ___ _ 
LAST NAME ____________ FIRST _________ HUSBAND'S NAME ______ _ 
RANK------- SERVICE ______ CURRICULUM ______ GRADUATION DATE ____ _ 
ADDRESS ____________________________ PHONE ______ _ 
DESIRED LENGTH OF MEMBERSHIP ________________ AMOUNT ENCLOSED ___ _ 
QUARTER MEMBERSHIP IS TO START (JAN; APR; JULY; OCT) __________________ _ 












(408) (;24 · 1400 
P.O Box 736 I 
son c..arlo.s ar 7rh 
Carmel. CA 9392 1 
mOP'Zd 
RENTALS 
"CALL US" 373-2696 
Sales • Vespa • Puch 
Peugeot • Kreidler • Others 
MOPED, SCOOTER 
& MOTORCYCLE SPECIALISTS 
270 Cannery Row 
Monterey 
OLIVER~~ 
NAVY RELIEF SOCIETY: 
THE ELITE OF 
NAVY RELIEF 
Everyone knows that the " VI P's" of 
Navy Relief are the Sailors, Marines and 
their dependents who need emergency 
help . Navy Relief exists for them. 
But do you know who the " Elite" are? 
They are the men and women who give a 
few hours each week to find the answers 
to those emergencies--the Navy Relief 
Volunteers! Without them, many of our 
service members and their fami lies could 
not get the help they need. These Elite 
and more than 3,000 men and women, 
staff the Navy Relief offices--typing, fil-
ing, counselling, managing thrift 
shops--selling, pricing , merchandising; 
speaking out about Navy Relief to military 
and civi lian groups as well as wives' 
clubs; making free layettes for new-
borns, and helping young families " live 
better for less" . The list goes on. 
Are you missing something in life--not 
being a part of this elite group who "finds 
the time" to do something for others as 
well as themselves? 
Today volunterism is on the upbeat, 
exciting, offering more opportunities , 
opening more doors for many and pro-
viding a stepping stone in the business 
world. Volunteers come from all walks of 
life ; male, female, young, old, and in be-
tween . The connotation that volunteer 
work is dull and uninteresting, even un-
rewarding, is gone. New programs, new 
training, new opportunties have changed 
the entire character of volu nterism 
throughout the cou ntry . 
If you want to be in-the-know and on-
the-go, join the ELITE group at Navy Relief 
where the "Navy and Marine Corps take 
care of their own". Call 373-7655 or stop 
by our office at NPS, located downstairs 
from the Quarterdeck, Monday, Wed-
nesday, or Friday from 10-1. O 
HOSPITALITY 
LOCKER 
The Navy Relief Hospitality Locker, 
which loans out almost anything one 
might need for temporary housekeeping, 
is now available to members of all U.S. 
military services. This service is designed 
to help families arriving or leaving the 
area. The locker, which is located in La 
Mesa, is stocked with linens, dishes, 
utensils, pots, pans and a limited supply 
of cots. There are also port-a-cribs and 
highchairs for wee ones. In short, all that 
is needed to " rough it" in empty quarters 
is available. 
Susan Wells, the past chairman of the 
Hospitality locker, was presented with a 
meritorious service award at the Navy Re-
lief Luncheon on October 1. Susan in-
itiated, stocked and organized the hospi-
tality locker system here at the Naval · 
Postgraduate School. The award and let-
ter of commendation from Admiral 
Ekelund honors Susan Wells' dedicated 
and much appreciated service to the 
Navy Relief Society. Chairmanship of the 
Hospitality l ocker will be taken over by 
the very able Patty Reed. 
Information concerning the Locker 
may be obtained through the Navy Relief 
Society Office located in Herrmann Hall 
(373-7665), or by calling Patty Reed 
(649-3990), or Donna Gillespie (373-1103). 
A small deposit on loaned items is re-
quired, but is applied toward the weekly 
nominal fee. The usual rental period is 
two weeks. The Locker is open Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. A valid I .D. card and PCS orders are 
required to borrow items. 
Volunteers are needed to be on phone 
call in their homes in case someone 
would like to borrow from the Hospitality 
locker and to assist them in the process. 
If interested, please call the Navy Reli ef 
Society Office (373-7665), or Donna Gil-




Blood Drive: Congratulations! The last 
NPS Blood Drive in May was the most 
successful ever with 148 people coming 
in to donate. Let' s keep up the good work 
and support the upcoming blood drive 
set for Monday, Nov. 10 from 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m. at the Barbara McNitt Ballroom in 
Hermann Hall. In order to avoid wasting 
your time, appointments will be made at 
20 minute intervals . PLEASE consider this 
important opportunity to help the Red 
Cross. Students, staff, and 
spouses--contact Sue Penix at 649-8752 or 
Teresa Allen at 372-5120 for more infor-
mation or to schedule donor appoint-
ments . 
CPR Training: If you would be in-
terested in attending an 8-hour training 
course in the lifesaving technique of 
cardio-pulmonary recusitation, please 
contact Teresa Allen at 372-5120. A class 
to be offered in November in the La Mesa 
area is being formed. 
Help Wanted: The Health Clinic at the 
Presidio of Monterey is in critical need of 
Red Cross volunteers. There are open-
ings to fit any schedule. You may start 
your volunteer work before taking the 
Red Cross orientation and Red Cross will 
pay for nursery care! Call Beverly Fiske at 
646-9386 if you can help. Half of the pa-
tients seen daily at the Health Clinic are 
NPS personnel. Please come and help. 
Volunteers are also needed to staff the 
blood drive in November. If you can give 
just 4 hours to help type donor registra-
tion forms, assist the Red Cross nurses, 
or work in the canteen area, please call 
Teresa Allen 372-5120 or Sue Penix 
649-8752. Nursery care is paid by Red 
Cross and no previous experience is 
necessary. D 
GOODWILL VISITS 
Military wives have always had the 
well-earned reputation for interest in 
community affairs. We've all learned that 
the best way to stay happy and busy is to 
consider each duty station "home" and 
to get involved in local activities. The 
Pacifi c Grove Convalescent Hospital 
would like to reinstate the custom of 
good-will visits from NPS wives to bed 
ridden patients. Especially with the holi-
day season approaching, can't you spare 
an hour or two to chat with a lonely per-
son, serve juice , or share any special tal-
ent in the activity room? You' ll be the 
ri cher for it. Please call Elizabeth Steege 




Ladies! The Protestant women of the 
chapel sponsor a weekly Bible Study and 
invite you to join us in prayer, fellowship 
and study of God's Word . Out studies are 
non-denominational and hold the Scrip-
tures as our final authority. Groups meet 
in the homes of members and rotate 
weekly. Our purpose - that we might 
know Jesus Christ as our personal Lord 
and Savior and learn to apply God 's Word 
to our daily Jives . Won't you join us? For 
information , please call Jane Exell, 
375-5240 or the Protestant Chapel. D 
Ontu~ 
=rrE m 21® 
~re Here For You.™ 




YOU OR YOUR 
CHILDREN'S 
NEEDS? 
How do you like the quality of Navy 
child care centers? Interested in knowing 
the status of child care in the Navy--and in 
the other services? These and other child 
care questions will be the topic of a pre-
sentation to be given by LCDR Bonnie 
Scott, a student at NPS. LCDR Scott (a 
Navy wife and mother, too) is writing her 
thesis on child care in the Navy. She has 
visited 13 child care centers and attended 
several conferences on families and child 
care. 
The presentation will be given at 7:00 
p.m. in the Ingersoll Auditorium, Rm. 12, 
on December 3rd. Fathers are welcome 
too! D 
MOVING? 
NO COST REFERRAL 
CENTURY 21 has over 6,000 offices 
to assist you in your next move. 
Why not call today to obtain pic-
tures, prices and details of homes 
throughout the nation? 
CENTURY 21 ARNDT ASSOCIATES, INC. 
550 Camino El Estero 
Monterey, CA 93940 
408-373-44 77 




Fast and efficient service 
500/o off on all Roll Balances 
for Military Personnel 
1049 Broadway • Seaside, Ca. 93955 • 394-6831 
7 
TALES OF ANOTHER TIME: ANOTHER WAR 
(Official U.5. Navy Photograph by Joe P. Gresham) 
Monterey (May 16) ... Rear Admiral John 
J. Ekelund, Superintendent of the Naval 
Postgraduate Schoo l Monterey (fa r 
right), shares the World War II re-
minisencing of Lieutenant General Jimmy 
Doolittle (center) and Colonel Gregory 
" Pappy" Boyington. The "sea story" ses-
sion occurred at a dinner sponsored by 
the Monterey Squadron of th e Naval Av-
iation Association promoting 
Boyington's book about his experiences 
as a Marine fighter pilot. D 
8 
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498 C Foam, Monterey 
10-5 Daily closed Sun. 373-123" 
COMING EVENTS: 
It is a time for thanks-giving and a per-
fect opportunity for us to return to others 
the hospitality shown our forefathers 
when they were foreigners in a strange 
land. American Thanksgiving has always 
been more than the traditional Harvest 
Festival celebrated world-wide. It has 
meant a joining of cultures, a welcoming 
by Native Americans of people vastly dif-
ferent in dress, religion and physical 
characteristics. A generosity of spirit 
spanned the differences to create an at-
mosphere of friendship and prosperity 
which carried the early settlers through 
Here at NPS we have many families 
who have carried on that early tradition of 
welcome to strangers. They are our 
community of American sponsors for our 
International officers and their families. 
Welcome is a word that encompasses a 
wealth of experience. Beyond the initial 
greeting and settling in are many and var-
ied shared experiences. Some families 
carved their first Jack-a-lanterns with 
their American friends. La Mesa has seen 
many cross-culture dinners and many a 
sponsor has shared a lunch in the Trident 
Room with his new International. Lan-
guage need not be a barrier to this unique 
friendship when occasionally a spouse is 
not proficient in English. Warmth in a re-
lationship does not evolve only through 
verbal communication; genuine concern 
is paramount. Childrens' parties are an 
excellent contact between families. 
Noisy four year olds are not limited to the 
continental U.S. Many wives find it re-
warding to take classes together - be it 
exercise, crafts or cooking. Shared ex-
periences are as varied as are people -
anything from disco dancing to picnics -
from swapping babysitting to studying 
for some dismal midterm together. Time-
or shortage thereof - should not rule out 
this rewarding experience. Just as time is 
alloted to family and studies , a small but 
regular investment of effort toward build-
ing this special relationship will yield 
great benefits. May this year's Thanksgiv-
ing dinner be shared in our homes with 
those of many nations in a spirit of peace. 
November 14 - San Francisco Bus Trip 
December 5 - Graduation Dance 
December 13- Children's Christmas Party 
BE A SPONSOR ... BE A FRIEND 
************ 
It you are interested in sponsonng an internat1onal officer, please ft// in the information below and return to SMC # 2295. 
N4ME : l•>I ___________ _ fi,,I WIFE'S N4ME: ---------------
"OORES~ : ---------·--------------- SMC• PHONE:---------
SERVIClS : ------- R•nk -------- CURRICULUM : ________ ETD: -----------
We hope you decide to join us. You' re going to have a great time! 
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PRESENTS "EXIT THE BODY" 
by Laurie Briggs 
The Naval Postgraduate School Little 
Theater will open its fall season with the 
comedy-mystery, EXIT THE BODY, by 
Fred Carmichael. Production dates are 
November 14-15 and 21-22 at King Hall 
Auditorium. Performance time is 8:30 
p.m. to allow ample time for those thea-
ter goers who may wish to dine at the 
Commissioned Officers and Faculty Club 
before the show. 
EXIT THE BODY tells the story of a 
woman mystery writer who rents a New 
England house which is supposed to be 
the hiding place for some stolen 
diamonds. The comedy centers around 
disappearing bodies, mistaken identities 
and a madcap hunt for the missing 
jewels. Not since the days of Mack Sen-
nett has there been such an hil iarious 
series of entrances and exits. From the 
opening laugh to the final line, this play 
will thoroughly delight audiences of all 
ages. 
Casting is complete, and the cast rep-
resents a wide range of military person-
nel and dependents. 
Playing the sophisticated dress de-
signer, Lillian , is Cynthia Norwood. The 
wife of an Army Captain , currently a stu-
dent here, Cynthnia has an impressive 
background in drama which includes 
such leading roles as Medea in MEDEA 
and Kate in TAMING OF THE SHREW. 
The simple but sassy country maid, 
Jenny, is portrayed by Kathy Burger. This 
is Kathy's first role, although she has 
been interested in drama since high 
school. She is the wife of Navy student 
and since becoming involved with Little 
Theater has partcipated in the Spring 
production of I RENE. 
The petty crook , Randolph , is played 
by Todd McCauley. At present Todd is 
stationed at Dll working with the 
Romanid Germanic Lanaguage Group.He 
hopes to someday attend the Academy of 
Dramatic Arts and then pursue a career in 
the theater. Among the shows that he has 
had major roles in are : IRENE, BYE BYE 
BIRDIE, GUYS AND DOLLS, and WEST 
SIDE STORY. 
Janice McMorrow plays the role of the 
dowdy, but nice real estate agent, Helen. 
Jan is a Captain in the Navy and is cur-
rently Comptroller for the Naval Post-
graduate School. An avid theater-goer for 
several years , this is her first performing 
role. Jan is also a member of the Little 
Theater Reading Committee. 
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-A very startled Crane (Linda Brown) swoons into the arms of her husband, Richard 
(Paul Edwards), upon learning that Verne (Michael Candalorl was in her closet. 
Why? To find out, come see the Little Theatre production of EXIT THE BODY. 
Randolph (Todd McCau ley) tells his accomplice, Jenny (Kathy Burger), about his 
" not so hones chi ldhool" in the Little Theatre product ion. 
~ -
Crane looks dismayed as Kate (Robin Flanagan) slowly boils upon learning what 
Jenny brought the ice for the mixed drinks in. 
Kate Bixely, the ever loyal , if somewhat 
sarcastic secretary, is portrayed by Robin 
Flanagan. A Navy wife with two sons, 
Robin is a very active member of Little 
Theater. Currently , she is a member of 
the Board of Directors and has done a lot 
of work both backstage as Lighting Direc-
tor for several productions and on stage 
in such shows as IRENE, BEAUTY AND 
THE LONELY BEAST, and ALADDIN AND 
THE WONDERFUL LAMP. 
The charming mystery writer, Crane 
Hammond is played by Linda Brown. Also 
a member of th e Board of Directors , 
Linda has worked with costumes and per-
formed in the last two shows, IRENE and 
ALADDIN AND THE WONDERFUL LAMP. 
She is married to a Navy student here and 
has two little girls. 
Vernon Cookley, a stoic New Englan-
der, is done by Michael Candalor, an NPS 
student in the Computer Science cur-
riculum . Michael has participated in the 
last three NPS productions, MOUSET-
RAP, IRENE, and ALADDIN AND THE 
WONDERFUL LAMP. The First Vi ce-
President of Little Theater, he has seen 
experience in front of and behind the 
cu rtain . 
John Hayes, a Navy student, is a new-
comer to Little Theater and to NPS. This is 
is his first quarter in the Computer Tech-
nology curriculum and his first play with 
Littl e Th eater. He portrays Lyle , the 
somewhat put-upon husband of Lillian . 
Danny Quillen is also new to the Little 
Theater play-boards. He is stationed out 
at Fort Ord and is quite busy taking drama 
classes at Hartnell College. In this show, 
he is th e somewhat befuddled Philip 
Smith. 
Richard Hammond, Crane's very con-
fused husband, is played by Paul Ed-
wards, a Marine Corps Captain in the Fi-
nancia l Management curri culum. 
Another newcomer to Little Theater, Paul 
finds this role a pleasant diversion from 
the pressures of school. 
Lo ren Mahon, our di rector is a Navy 
dependent who has had extensive ex-
perience in all realms of the theater. She 
just recently earned a Badilor of Arts De-
gree in Anthropology at the University of 
California at San Diego, where she was 
also quite active in their theater. She was 
also a drama critic for one of the San 
Diego newspapers. Loren directed last 
year's children's show, BEAUTY AND THE 
LONELY BEAST, and has participated in 
numerous NPS productions. 
The co-producers for this show are two 
NPS students, Michael Sorek and Jeff 
Schweiger. Both are in the Navy and have 
made the theater a favorite past-time 
whenever the oppor tunity arose. 
M ichael is President of the Little Theater 
and has been active in several shows. This 
is Jeff's first NPS show, but he has been 
business manager and producer fo r sev-
eral college productions. 
Tickets will be sold at the NPS Recrea-
tion Office as well as by th e cas t and crew. 
For more tickets information, contact 
Julie Kneuer at 646-2466. If you are look-
ing fo r an evening of humorous but inex-
pensive entertainment, this is an ideal 
opportunity to have a good time! D 
Director Loren Mahon gives stage 




Bagel and Cream Cheese 
Sandwich 
With Any Purchase 
• Offer Good Thru 11/30/80 
: One Coupon Per Customer 
I Salinas 
I W. Alisal 
I 758-0280 
: Pacific Grove Monterey 
I 1180-C Forest 201 Lighthouse 
1 649-6272 649-1714 




Set amidst an authentic tum-of· 
the-century firehouse is this most 
unique establishment Here you 
can choose from over 400 wines 
representing more than 100 
California wineries and sip your 
selection over light conversation 
or selected appetizers, soups, 
salads, entrees and desserts. 
OUR 
WINE BAR 
• Monterey's finest retail wine 
shop 
• Wine tastings and classes 
• Premium wines by the glass 




• Unique old firehouse setting 
• Abundant portions at modest 
prices 
• Sip your favorite wine by the 
glass 
• Friendly f, knowledgeable staff 
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FIREHOUSE 
WINE BA R & RESTAURANT 
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: by Janice Blanton : 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
As the holiday season approaches, the busy shopper will Nov. 14, 15 " Exit The Body" presented by the NPS Little 
find an assortment of unique gifts ideas atthe Christmas Craft 21, 22 Theatre. King Hall , 8:30 p.m . Tickets can be 
Bazaars held throughout the Peninsula . The Annual Christmas obtained at the NPS Recreation Office. 
Bazaar at St. Mary's by-the-the-Sea Espiscopal Church on Nov. 16-18 M onterey County Symphony: Ida Kavafian, 
November 8, the OSWC Holiday Craft Bazaar on November Violin . Performances will be at three different 
15, and the Homecrafter 's M arketplace on November 22, are locations in th e area. Nov. 16 - King Hall , NPS; 
just a few of the outstanding events taking place. In addition, Nov. 17 - Sunset Theatre, Carmel; Nov. 18 -
th e Festival of Trees is sure to set the mood for the Christmas Sherwood Hall , Salinas. Concert begins each 
season. Happy Holidays! evening at 8:00 p.m. 
Nov. 1 Holiday Bazaar: St. Dunstans Episcopal Nov. 21 OSWC San Francisco Get-A-Way bus trip. 
Church , Robinson Canyon Rd. Carmel Valley, Nov. 22 Homecrafter's M arketplace : Sunset Center 
10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p .m. Gourmet Lunch served parking lot, Carmel. 10: 00 a.m. - 3: 00 p.m. 
10: 00-2: 00. For more information call 624-6646. Nov. 23 Magical Monterey Day- FREE day for children at 
Nov. 4 Election Day - Go Vote! the Monterey Conference Center. The day in-
Nov. 7-8 Barbershop Spectacular: The Cypressaires, eludes puppet shows, games and movies . 9:00 
Sunset Theater, Carmel, 8:00 p .m. a.m. - 5: 00 p.m. 
Nov. 8 Annual Christmas Bazaar: St. Mary's by-the-Sea Nov. 27 Tha nksgiving Day 
Episcopal Church , Central Ave. & 12th, Pacific Nov. 28-30 Artisans Give Thanks to the Animals: The finest 
Grove.10:00a.m. -3 :00p.m . Large assortment local arts and crafts of the Monterey Bay are 
of handmade art & craft items. The Apple Pie displayed in this three day show. La Playa Hotel, 
Bookstore will feature books for children of all 8th Ave. & Camino Real , Carmel. 6: 00 p .m. -
ages. 11 :00 p.m . Friday; 10:00 a.m. 10:00 p.m. Satur-
Nov. 11 Veteran's Day day; 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m . Sunday. 
Nov. 13 Carmel Music Society : Hermann Prey, Dec. 3 Are Navy Chi ld Care Centers Meeting You or 
Baritone, Sunset Center, Carmel, 8:00 p.m. Your Chi ldrens Needs?, lecture by LCDR Scott. 
Nov. 15 OSWC Holiday Craft Bazaar: Barbara M cNitt Ingersoll Auditorium, Rm . 122. Fathers wel-
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Ballroom 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. come. 
Dec. 4, 5 Festival of the Trees, Main Exhibition Hall , 
6 & 7 Monterey County Fai rgrounds. Display of over 
32 beautifully decorated Christmas trees. Open 
10: 00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. Thursday thru Saturday, 
Enjoy Elegant Dining 
In A Variety Of The 
Central Coast's Finest 
Restaurants .. . and at 
Significant Savings. 
Join Our Exclusive 
Program Now 
. .. and Save! 
For Complete Details 
CALL 646-0476 
OR DROP IN TODAY 
71 PEARL STREET 
DOWNTOWN 
MONTEREY 
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Sunday. Complimentary 
refreshments. Admission $1.50 adults, $.50 
chi ldren. D 
p1r~~'l 
AUTO PARTS 
PARTS & ACCESSORIES FOR 
ALL IMPORTED CARS 
New - Rebuilt - Original -Competition 
Your Local Beck Arnley 
Foreign Car Parts Center 
DISCOUNTS TO MILITARY & STUDENTS 
REMANUFACTURED VW ENGINES 
EXCHANGE 
Short Blocks & Complete Engines 
For All Imported Cars 
••c:--, 8:30 - 6:30 WEE KO A VS f ~, 9 TO 4 P.M. SATURDAYS ~ 
.. ~~=~~ 600 E. Franklin 
(at Cortez) Monterey 
Machine Shop Servi ce Available 
373-ne1 
• 
























WE STOLE Ill 
THI WAY WI IOUOHT ITI 
NOW YOU CAN STEAL IT FROM USI 
Free Delivery to Pre1ldlo, La Meta VIiiage & Ft. Ord 
FREE INSTALLATION & PAD 
WITH EVERY CARPET REMNANT 
PURCHASE (12 x 16 OR LARGER) 
RE Ml A ITS CARPET 1'' 
From Yd. & Up .._..,..., ......... • c .. , .... . 





















WE HAVE FULL 2 49 c 
ROLLS OF 2 99 Starting At e Yd. O 
CARPET Yd. ~~LANO//)' A 
B TYLER ST. ~ v """" s ~~~~ R BRUCE HARDWOOD50o/o . ALVARAooST.~ f'v,,,. T 
.0 Floors In Stock off OPEN FRIDAY 'TIL 9 
W ................... G Monday thru Thursday & Sat. 9 to 6 
~ (REMNANTLAND) ~ 
E 561 TYLER ST. (Downtown Monteny, Opposite Safeway) 649-8900 R S.._----------------D ARMY • NAVY • AIR FORCE • MARINES • 
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Don't pass up the super opportun-
ties that await you through OSWC 
sponsored activities. OSWC spon-
sored classes provide a discount to 
members and most are taught close to 
Naval Postgraduate School. 
Mary Moore (646-8570) has all the 
information, if you have any ques-
tions. She also has applications for 
new instructors. 
New Classes 
Disco Dance - Lissa and Loren Mahon -
649-0472. Cost - members $10 or $2 per 
evening. Non-members - $12 or $3 per 
evening. Second person in couple is 
half price. Learn Jazz warm-up and 
disco techniques for singles and cou-
ples at La Mesa Community Center 
Monday evenings. Sign up for 8 week 
session or by the evening. 
Jazzerize - Lorri Kershner - 1-426-7605. 
Cost : Members $12 per month ; 
non-members $16 per month. Become 
slim and trim while having lots of fun 
with your certified Jazzerize instruc-
tor. Meet twice a week and dance your 
way to fitness. 
M acrame - Cindy Jenkins - 375-2023. 
Cost: Members $15 , non-members 
$18 . Complete 3 plant hangers while 
learning basic macrame techniques in 
4 two-hour classes . Students supply 
materials. 
Adult Ballet - Mal ia Barron - 649-8757 or 
624-2527. This course will be offered at 
two levels; a basic introduction for the 
beginning student and a continuation 
exposure for the intermediate . Clas-
ses meet twice weekly for 8 weeks. 
Each class lasts 1 Y2 hours. Members 
$48 and non-members $60. No extra 
cost anticipated with the exception of 
ballet slippers. 
Aerobic Dance - Chri s Goodwin -
649-8927. A fitness program which 
combines cardio-vascular exercise 
with music and dance routinues , 
choreo_graphed by Jackie Sorenson. 
The 12 week course is $48 for members. 
and $60 for non-members. it meets 
twice a week for one hour. Tennis 
shoes required. 
Beginning Bridge - Sandy Cooper -
649-5280. Bridge Basics according to 
Goren will be taught. 8 week course 
meets once a week. Cost is $20 for 
members, $24 for non-members. No 
additional costs . 
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OSWC ACTIVITIES 
Beginning Piano - Mildred Kline -
624-9541. Piano for beginners ages 5Y2 
- 8. $7.50 per half hour for members, 
$10 for non members. In own home or 
Mrs. Kline's Carmel Studio. Must have 
piano in own -home. 
Chemistry Tutoring - Maggie Wallace -
375-0741. Private tutoring at the 
student's or instructor' s home. Cost 
per hour is $5 for members, $7 for 
non-members. 
Children's Art - Kath leen Cooper -
375-7362. For children ages 5 - 11 , the 
basics of art-variety of media, line, tex-
ture and color by working on imagina-
tive projects. Cost for 6 one and half 
hour classes is $15 for members , $18 
for non-members, all materials in-
cluded. 
Children's Introducti on to Dan ce 
Movement - Malia Barron - 649-8757 or 
624-2527. Structured and dynamic 
program of dance and movement with 
emphasis on balance, coordination, 
exercise, rhythm and body awareness. 
For four levels of students: 3 year 
olds; 4-6 year olds; 7-9 year olds and 
10-12 year olds. The cost for 8 weekly 
one hour classes is $24 for members, 
$30 for non-members. 
Chinese Cooking - Lynne Turowski -
372-4679. Five classes, 2Y2 - 3 hours 
each . Every class will feature a f u II 
meal from appetizer to dessert. Stu-
dents play an active part in meal prep-
aration. $18 for members, $22 for 
non-members plus sharing the cost of 
the food ($2 - 3 per class.) 
Dried Flower Arranging - Gayle Arri-
son - 646-1982. Five lessons 2- 3 hours 
each. $16 members, $20 non-
members. Students learn through ar-
ranging, demonstrations and indi-
vidual practice. Lectures on preserv-
ing and coloring items to be gathered. 
Student's costs are approximately $40. 
English Sm ocking - Eileen Thornburg -
373-3480. Elaborate on the Polly Flan-
ders style dress. Create your own heir-
loom dresses, bonnets , pinafores, 
blouses, etc. Complete a round yoke 
dress in four lessons. Fee includes 
book , 3-size dress pattern , sampler, 
and transfer dots. $40 members, $45 
non-members. Additional cost to stu-
dent is approximately $3.00. An op-
tional adult blouse would cost an addi-
tional $4.00. 
Entertaining - Sheryl Livingston -
373-6290. A series of classes total ing 
15-20 hours of entertaining. Included 
will be instruction on how to flambe, 
fold napkins, give cocktail and dinner 
parties, design floral centerpiece, and 
much more. $22 members, $25 non-
members. No further costs. 
Flute Instruction - Gai l Veslage -
375-8984. Lessons will cover the fun-
damentals of flute playing, tone pro-
ductions, scales, etc. $5 per half hour 
for members, $5.50 for non-members. 
Students supply own instrument. 
Guitar, Folk & Classical: Violin, Viola -
Mildred Kline - 624-9541. Lessons are 
$7.50 per half hour for members, $10 
for non-members. Students supply 
own instruments. 
International Coo king - Debbie 
Donaldson - 372-4900. Taught by in-
ternational wives and husbands. Class 
meets on Wednesday at 8 p.m. in la 
Mesa Community Center. Reserva-
tions are being taken for future cook-
ing classes. $18 for members, $20 for 
non-members. No additional costs. 
Instrument & Voi ce - Dr. Benders 
School Qf Music - 372-7857. $5 per Y2 
hour members , $5.50 non-members. 
In home lessons are $7 per Y2 hour, $12 
per hour. Students supply own in-
strument. 
Interior Designs Consultations - Mary 
Landsdowne - 659-2344. $7.50 for Vi 
hour consultations for members , 
$12.50 for non-members. Consulta-
tions consist of discussing interior de-
sign problems, particularly military 
quarters. 
" It's Time. to Stop Doing Without" -
(financial planning) David Allard -
373-3071. Subjects to be covered: in-
come tax, cost of living, budgeting, 
will and trusts, insurance, housing, tax 
shelters, investment alternatives. Ten 
hour courses, 2 hours a week for five 
weeks. $10 for members, $20 non-
members. No additional costs. 
Japanese Flower Arranging - Hobi 
Hayashi - 375-1066. Live samples of ar-
rangements and diagrams are given to 
students . lectures on history of 
Japanese arrangements, conditioning 
of materials , color harmony, propor-
tions, balance and scale. Cost is $1.50 
per lesson for members , $2.50 for 
non-members. There are 17 lessons. 
No additional cost to students unless 
flowers are needed. 
• 
-
M ath Tuto ri ng - Barbara Luby -
646-9943. Tutoring in math from basic 
math skil l s through high school 
Algebra, Geometry and Trigonometry . 
$8 for members, $10 for non-members 
per hour. No additional costs. 
Mini-Oils - Gloria Kloster - 375-2892. 
Learn basic oi l techniques on mini 
canvasses in 5, 3-hoursessions. Cost is 
$22 for members, $25 non-members. 
Student supplies own materials. 
Needlepoint - Sally Dewy - 624-2250. 
$25 members, $30 non-members , for 
beginners: $30 for members, $35 for 
non-members for intermediates. Be-
ginners learn basketweave and conti-
nental sti tches. Intermediates learn 
basic 16 stiches, then progress on their 
own. All suppplies included - no addi-
tional costs. 
Source Yoga - Charles Muir - 659-2992. 
A six week course designed to teach 
methods of stress reduction while in-
creasing muscle tone and overall 
heal th. $25 for members , $42 for 
non-members. Free introductory class 
- call for brochure. 
Techniques on Qui lting & Creative 
Clothing - Mardie Miller - 624-5067. 
Cost is $30 fo r members, $35 non-
members for six lessons of 2 - 3 hours 
each. Students furnish own materials . 
Tennis - Karen Ryan· 373-7217. Teach-
ing beginning tennis to women and 
ch ildren. Cost is $18 for members , $20 
non-members for six lessons. D 
1lJI (LOCK &AiDEN 
Restaurant 
Lunch, Dinner or 




Wash, D.C. - Maryland - Virginia 
CALL COLLECT - -- "ASK FOR" 
Charlotte & Ron Miscavich 
(301) 261-0500 (ofc} (301} 261-4361 (res} 
Charlotte & Ron are a retired military fami ly (USCG} 
specializing in giving personal service for the last 
nine years to families relocating to the Washington-
Baltimore Metro areas. Long & Foster Realtors have 
32 offices to serve you and a Relocation Dept. pro-
vid ing coast to coast relocation information. 
Contact us for your relocation needs by Call ing 
Collect or Writing 
CHARLOTTE & RON MISCAVICH 
LONG & FOSTER REAL ESTATE INC. 
P.O. BOX 549 
BOWIE, MARYLAND 20715 
(301 ) 261-0500 (301 ) 261-4361 
e\\ ti \i:sTAURANT 1'-"~ MEXl~!!:~~!~~S 
•COMBINATrON DINNERS 
•TAMALES • TACOS 
•CHILI RELLENOS 
•ENCHILADAS 
•WI NES & BEER 
OPEN DAILY 
EXCEPT TUESDAY 
FRI-SAT 11 AM-10 PM 
SUN-THURS 11 AM-9 PM 
SEMI • PllVITt IOOM IVAIUllE 
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=mcl312-4as 1I• llOfTEREY aJCffRO«:E CENTER 
CASA FUENTE BLDG. 
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on the Block 
A girl, Grace Alexanderia, 7 lbs. 7 ozs., 
born August 11 to Raul and Aurora 
Samaniego. 
A girl, Joanne, 7 lbs. 4 ozs., born Septem-
ber 5 to Richard and Cheryl Duff. 
A boy, Ch ristopher Caldwell , 6 lbs. 6 
ozs., born September 18 to M ichael 
and Linda Beelby. 
A girl , Katrina, 5 lbs. 11 ozs., born 
September 24 to Scott and Claudia 
Johnson. 
A girl , Shannon, 7 lbs. 3 ozs., born Sep-
tember 26 to John and Robin Gray. 
A girl , Colleen, 7 lbs. 8 ozs. , born Sep-
tember 29 to John and Diane Yaeger. 
A boy, Charles William, Il l, 6 lbs. 7 ozs., 
born October 1 to Charles and Navy 
Hammond. 
A boy, Charles Robertson , 8 lbs 8 ozs., 
born October 2 to Chuck and Ellen Lea . 
0 
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Horacio Gutierrez, Plano 
October 12, Monterey 
October 14, Salinas 
Ida Kavaflan, Violin 
November 16, Monterey 
November 18, Salinas 
All American Night 
January 25, Monterey 
January 27, Salinas 
TO: 
1980-1981 CONCERT SEASON 
Haymo Taeuber, 
Conductor & Music Director 
Barry Tuckwell, Hom 
March 1, Monterey 
March 3, Salinas 
Juliana Markova, Plano 
April 5, Monterey 
April 7, Salinas 
Wiiiiam Ramsey, Baritone 
The Monterey Peninsula Choral Society 
May 3, Monterey 
May 5, Salinas 
MONTEREY COUNTY SYMPHONY ASSN. 
BOX 3965, CARMEL, CA 93921 
PLEASE SEND __ ADULT SEASON TICKETS @ $35.00 
AMT. ENC.: ___ _ 
PLEASE SEND __ STUDENT SEASON TICKETS@ $13.00 
AMT. ENC.: ___ _ 
KING HALL, MONTEREY D SHERWOOD HALL, SALINAS 0 
NAME ------------PHONE------
ADDRESS -----------------~ 
FAMILY, SENIOR CITIZEN AND SINGLE PARENT RATES AVAIL-
ABLE . PHONE 624-8511 IN CARMEL, 758-3594 IN SALINAS 
Oh, nol Mothers 
are rechargeable. 





TYLENOL AND BABY ASPIRIN DOSAGES 
NOTE CHANGES IN BABY ASPIRIN DOSAGES 
AGE TYLENOL DROPS TYLENOL ELI XIR BABY ASPIRIN 
0-6 months 0.3 cc ~' teaspoon 
6-12 months 0.6 cc ~ teaspoon 
12-18 months 0.9 cc 1 teaspoon 1 tablet 
18 mo.-2 yrs. 1.2 cc 1~ teaspoon 1 \ii table ts 
3 years 1.8 cc 1 ~, teaspoons 2-2 ~, tablets 
4 years 1.8 cc 1 ~, teaspoons 3-3' i tablets 
5 years 1.8 cc 4 tablets 
,_ 
"'The newest name in C4JSUIJI dining" 
Roast prime rib, s izzling steaks and tasty sea-
food, all prepared in the traditional manner .. . 
s erving lunch weekdays from 11:30, dinner 
nightly, except Sundays, from S:OO. Brick fire-
place highlights cocktail lounge, open from 
11:00. Banquet facilities available. Overlooking 
Lake El Estero. 
"Something to Crow About" 
For Reservations 
t37S-S104j SS CAMINO AGUAJITO MONTEREY 
Buyers and Appraisers of 
DIAMONDS • GOLD • SILVER 
Jewelry • Sltverware • Coins 
Watches • Scrap 
We also sell 
CERTIFIED INVESTMENT 
DIAMONDS 
GOLD & SILVER BULLION 
at wholesale prices 
9'---t 9'..-.. . 
<tf~~
659-327 4 373-4491 ext. 11 
19 
by Jill Mayer 
A day shopping (or browsing) in Car-
mel is an experience not to be rnissed. 
Not only can you be overwhelmed with 
the abundance and variety of stores, but 
also with the variety of restaurants in 
which to dine in. Warm days are all too 
soon passing us by, but while here, offer 
a chance to enjoy lunches on patios or 
decks in this delightful city. Several re-
staurants in Carmel lend themselves to 
this style of dining. 
For a casual and relaxed lunch I re-
commend The Broken Egg Omelet House 
on Mission between 5th and 6th . Re-
cently a large group of wives went and 
enjoyed the wide selection of omelets 
and salads . As its name would suggest, 
omelets are the speciality of the house. 
"Create your own" is the name of the 
game. Fillings include avocado, tomato, 
cheeses or mixtures of salami, sausage, 
pepper or onion. You may also have a 
sauced omelet with crab, shrimp or veg-
etables . Prices vary according to fillings, 
but range between $2.45 and $3.75. 
Sandwiches, salads, fruit plates and des-
serts are also available. The avocado and 
sh rimp sandwich at $3.45 was fresh and 
delicious. All of the omelets our group 
tried were very well liked. Apple wheat 
toast and hot cider were unusual and 
tasty additions to our meal. The restaur-
ant is quite basic and family style inside, 
but offers a quaint deck lined with flower 
boxes and small wooden tables outside. 
On a warm day this is a nice place to eat 
and "people watch". 
Down the street a bit is a historic land-
mark in Carmel - The Tuck Box English 
Tea Room. This charming restaurant is 
located at Dolores and 7th, and dates 
back well over 30 years. The outside is a 
thatched roof with a stone wall and sw-
inging gate leading to the patio. The in-
side is quite small and plain with high 
beamed ceilings and few tables. The 
menu is limited, but interesting. I had the 
cold plate ($3.20) which consisted of 
ham, cheese, fruit, green salad and the 
restaurant's speciality, a scone, which I 
really enjoyed. My husband had a cheese 
omelet ($3.10), which was quite fluffy and 
fi lling. Other entrees include Welsh 
rarebit ($3.20), a few sandwiches ($2.80), 
and various daily specials such as English 
beefsteak pie, cheese souffle, or curried 
shrimp, all for $3.85. The Tuck Box also 
offers breakfast and afternoon Tea with 
scones, english muffins or pies. A stop 
for tea and scones certainly sounds like a 
delightful way to relax after a day of 
shopping in Carmel. The Tuck Box is 
closed Monday and Tuesday. Adjacent to 
the cobblestone patio is an oriental gift 
shop and upstairs, another gift shop filled 
with tea, marmalade and other 
homemade delights. The restaurant itself 
is family operated and we found the peo-
ple warm and friendly. 
Another nice lunch spot is the General 
Store and Forge in the Forest on 5th and 
Junipero. You enter right onto the patio 
set up with hatch cover tables with large 
Ginzano umbrellas . Inside, the decor is 
quite rustic with a firep lace, old saddles, 
barrels and lots of wood. My companions 
and I enjoyed a warm day on the patio, 
but the inside dining area provides warm 
drinks by a cozy fireplace on a cold day. 
The luncheon menu is one of the most 
interesting and varied ones I have seen. I 
had the spinach salad which comes small 
($2. 95) or large ($4. 95), and the small is 
plenty for one. The spinach leaves were 
fresh, crisp and the dressing was the best 
I have ever had on a sp inach salad. My 
friend had the croque monsieur ($3.50), 
which is a delicious hot ham and cheese 
sandwich. Other entrees included 
quiche and salad ($4.25), chicken 
quesadilla ($4.75), calamari ($4.75), along 
with omelets and sandwiches. Appetizers 
and desserts round out the menu along 
You've tried the rest 
now try the Best 
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MAMA MIA 
THAT'S A ·sandwich 
MAMA MIA'S DELI 
SANDWICH SHOP 
10th St.. Monterey ( 1 block from Naval Postgraduate School) 
375-9161 
Weekdays 7:3~4:00 Sat. 7:~3:00 
with a large wine selection. The atmos-
phere is very relaxing and both food and 
service were good. You certainly feel a 
touch of old Europe while dining in this 
unique restaurant. 
Hope you enjoy your day in Carmel. 
Bon Appetit! O 
I 
' 
VICTORY OVER THE MOVE! 
Transferring To The NORFOLK/VIRGINIA BEACH AREA? 
For prompt relief from the pain of moving call CAMERON MUNDEN 
and ASSOCIATES when relocating in TIDEWATER. 
CAMERON MUNDEN will makeyourmovetoTIDEWATERasmooth 
and pleasant one. You may say we provide - VICTORY OVER THE 
MOVE! 
Judy Huhn, a navy wife and member of the 
Virginia Beach Board of Realtors Million 
Dollar Sales Club for the last two years, 
will give you the best service possible. 
JUDY HUHN, Realtor Associate 
Member Million Dollar Sales Club 
Home Phone (804) 495-0483 
{Call Collect) 
If you missed seeing me during my last visit and are moving soon, 
call me collect for the latest information on Virginia Beach Homes 
or mail the coupon below for a personalized relocation package. 
----------------------
CLIP and MAIL TODAY 
Please send me information on Homes in the Norfolk 
Virginia Beach Area. 
I have a spouse D and _children, ages ___ _ 
I prefer_ bedrooms,_ baths in the price 
range. I would also like ---------
Name/Rank------------
Address -------------
City ------ State ___ Zip __ 
Phone (if available) ----------
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focus of the month 
MONTEREY PENINSULA MUSUEM OF ART 
FESTIVAL OF THE TREES 
Where can a family of four enjoy a 
Christmas outing, complete with light re-
freshments, for $4? Th e stunning Festival 
of th e Trees, the Museum of Art's di splay 
of Christmas trees. The 12th annual Festi-
val wi ll be December 4-7 at the Monterey 
Fairg rounds; hours are Thursday-
Saturday, 10:00 a.m. - 9: 00 p .m. and Sun-
day 10:00 a.m . - 5:00 p.m . Admission is 
$1.50 for adu lts and 50 cents for children 
under 12. In our inflationary times this is 
t ru ly a bargain -- the admission p rice 
hasn' t been raised in six years. While this 
is certainly a fund raiser for the Museum , 
it is also designed to be a community 
activity and therefore the admission price 
is deliberately low . Complimentary re-
freshments are incl uded in the admission 
fee, so you can see this is indeed an event 
not to be missed . 
The Festival of the Trees is the largest 
fund-raising event for the Museum of Art, 
expected to realize at least one-third of 
the M useum's annual budget . The Festi-
val is no rmally held each year the first 
week in December, staged attractively 
and artistically so that the public has an 
opportunity to see in one location all of 
the beautifully decorated Christmas trees 
which have been commissioned earlier in 
the year by various business and profes-
sional organizations. After the Festival , 
the trees are dispersed around the Penin-
sula to the groups who have commis-
sioned them . A ll th e orn aments and 
lights become th e sole property of the 
commissionee, contrary to th e popular 
beli ef that the ornaments are returned to 
th e Museum after Christmas. Usually 
30-35 trees are decorated, and all of the 
o rnaments are o riginal designs hand-
crafts in th e Festival workshops. 
This year the Festival i s using OUR 
WO RLD O F CHRISTMAS as its theme. 
Th ere will be 32 trees brill iantly deco-
rated illustrati ng this concept. One of the 
most popular is sure to be the tree depict-
ing the legend of Santa Claus as he is 
perceived thru time and in the various 
nations of the world . The legend of Santa 
was researched by Festival personnel , 
and his o rgin is thought to be a 13th Cen-
tury bishop in M yra, Asia Minor . 0 
PERIRSUL! 
PnODUCE 
Peninsula Produce, the peninsula people's purveyor 
of perfect produce products persists in presenting 
perfect produce for the prestigious people 
of the peninsula. 
520 LIGHTHOUSE AVE., PACIFIC GROVE, CALIF. 93950 
2400 DEL MONTE AVE. , MONTEREY, CALIF. 93940 - TEL. 372-4372 
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CHRISTMAS IN NOVEMBER 
HOW THE FESTIVAL BEGINS 
Every February the plans begin for the 
coming Festival. Fi rst the design comm it-
tee meets and decides on the overall 
theme for the Festival. The committee is 
comprised of only highly skilled profes-
sional arti sts, thus insuring that each and 
every design incorporates artistic merit. 
It is this committee which is primarily re-
sponsible for designing the thousands of 
new ornaments each year that grace the 
trees. As the designs are finished, they 
are brought to the Workshop Volunteers. 
Starting in March every Monday and 
Thursday the Workshop Volunteers meet 
to construct the ornaments that the de-
sign committee has gen erated. This 
group is truly the heartbeat of the organi-
zation ; without their tireless dedication 
there could be no Festival of the Trees. 
Before the year is over, many of these 
women will have donated well over 1000 
hours each to the construction of the or-
naments. There are a total of almost 4,000 
ornaments that will have been con-
structed during the year, and some de-
signs are extremely detailed , requiring 
up to 8 hours to complete a single orna-
ment. The Volunteers work right up to 
the day the Festival opens, and during the 
Festival they are at the Fairgrounds to 
answer questions about how the various 
ornaments were made. 
Whenever possible, designs for the 
ornaments are based on throw away ob-
jects , such a cereal boxes , tennis ball 
cans , egg cartons, and plastic berry bas-
kets. Using almost magical abilities, the 
volunteers transform these mundane 
things into stunningly elegant Christmas 
ornaments, which totally deguise the 
true origin of the object. 
In early summer the oth er committees 
that comprise the Festival swing into ac-
tion. The Staging committee is responsi-
ble for the artistic arrangement of the 
trees, as well as decorating the Exhibition 
Hall. The lovely ornaments for sale at the 
Christmas boutique are the result of ef-
forts by the Boutique volunteers, who 
make ornaments in much the same man-
ner as the Workshop volunteers. There is 
a tour director, to coordinate with the 
large tour groups that come each year. In 
all , it takes 300 volunteers nearly 40,000 
hours to stage one Festival of the Trees. 
Why do all these people volunteer that 
much time? When you walk thru the front 
door of the Festival , you ' ll totally under-
stand why. 
Compliments of the Festival of the 
Trees design committee, here are the di-
rections for two ornaments that you and 
your children can make. While the angels 
are designed for adults to construct, the 
Santa's were specifically originated as a 
child's craft. The pictures are of a test run, 
to be sure th.at children indeed can easily 
create the Santas. Allowabout2 hours for 
for the kids to produce low cost after-
noon fun for a rainy day. If time permits, 
when the Santas are finished invite the 
children to make up a puppet show enti-
tled " Santa's Twin Brothers." 
GRIFFITH'S UNFINISHED FURNITURE 
CLASSIC GIFTS 
FOR CHRISTMAS 
Wooden toys made with 
tender care will be a delight 
not only for this generation, 
but for the ones to follow. 
Wood has warmth and 
resilient qualities found in all 
classic toys. 




Lightweight cardboard, 7" Styrofoam 
cone, bits of material and trim, tacky or 
Eimers glue, 1 h" styrofoam ball , old 
nylon stocking, yarn, toothpicks, straight 
pins, pipe cleaners. 
DIRECTIONS 
Cut Yi inch off top of cone. Cut material 
to fit cone. Glue to cone, with seam on 
the front. 
For Angel arms, cut rectangle of match-
ing material 4Y2 x 8 inches. Hem narrow 
edges. Sew long edges together; turn 
right side out. Sew gather stitch in center 
of rectangle. Pull gather stitch until arms 
are lightly gathered. Tie off thread. Glue 
arms to angel. Put in pin until glue dries. 
Glue trim to bottom of cone and on the 
seam. Let dry. 
Cut wings from cardboard. Cut mater-
ial the same size as wings. Glue material 
to one or both sides of wings. When dry, 
glue wings to angel. Hold in place with 
pin. Near top of cone at the back, make 
two holes with toothpick Y• inch apart. 
Form loop with pipe cleaner. Dip ends of 
pipe cleaner in glue and insert into holes. 
This will be the hangerfor the ornament if 
it is to be placed on tree. If angels are to 
be table decorations as shown, this step 
may be omitted. 
To shape head, make an indentation 
around the middle of the styrofoam ball 
by firmly pressing and rolling it over the 
rounded edge of counter or table. Add a 
tiny piece of rolled up tissue for the nose. 
Scrap pieces of felt , yarn , or paper can be 
used for the cheeks and mouth. Glue in 
place. Cover with a portion of nylon 
stocking, stretched very tight , gathering 
at back of head. Secure in place by twist-
ing the nylon, and wrapping thread 
tightly around the twisted portion , then 
knotting thread. Cut off excess stocking. 
Add eyes and eyebrows cut from single 
ply yarn, felt or paper. Glue in place. The 
hair is made from bulky yarn , untwisted, 
combed and glued to head. A little hair 
spray will hold hair in place. 
To attach head, pierce bottom of head 
with toothpick or sharp object. Put bit of 
glue on this point and insert toothpick or 
1 inch bit of pipe cleaner. Pierce top of 
cone, add drop of glue and insert other 
end of toothpick or pipe cleaner into 
angel. Let head dry to body. Tie bow and 
glue to top of body, where head joins. 
This will give angel a finished look. Cut 
halo from gold or silver cardboard (old 
Christmas cards are great for this) . Gather 
narrow piece of lace, glue to edges of one 
circle. Glue on other circle. Glue to angel 
head. If you wish to save the expense of 
the styrofoam base, follow the directions 
below: 
Cut a cardboard cir.de 11" in diameter. 
Cut circle in half and shape each half to 




circles 3" in diameter and glue to bases. 
This will make two angels as pictured. 
Follow directions as outlined, but use 
pipe cleaners where it calls for toothpicks 
in the joining of head to body. 
A final note. Let the angels reflect you r 
feelings. Their facial expressions may be 
happy, puckish, thoughtful or totally 
whimsical. Experiment with your own 
materials. You may wish to change the 
shape of the sleeves, or add trim to the 
wings. Do it! If you unrein your imagina-
tion and creativity, you r angels will reflect 
you r joy. 








Daily 9-6 p.m. 
Sat. & Sun. 9-5 p.m. 
Hairstyling for Men. Women and Children 
Let us introduce our talented staff of ha1rstyhsts. 
manicurist. pedicurist and body masseuse. Redis-
cover the 1oys of professional beauty care. 
1360 Mark Thomas Dr. 
Del Monte Hyatt House 
Monterey. CA 
375-1668 
fORTUNE COOK 1E@ 
Mandarin Szechwan Restaurant 
" The Fortune Cookie deserves to be rated one of 
the most exciting restaurant finds in town." 
Monterey Peninsula Review 
429 AL VARA DO •OLD MONTEREY • 375-3000 
o,.. o ... . ,,..,,,., ..... , ... . .,,_,,._,,,_,""' ~ 
1•ur£.1nx ut thr hut/,,. '''"""' t tl\onir1t·10 & T '"''~ 




Egg carton lid; red, black and white 
paint ; cotton; white yarn; four paper fas-
teners; three popsicle sticks ; paper 
punch ; white glue; hair spray; heavy 
thread. 
DIRECTIONS 
Cut out patterns. Trace pattern out-
lines on the inside of egg carton lid. Trace 
the patterns for one arm and leg then turn 
the patterns over and trace the second 
arm and leg. Cu t out shapes. Using paper 
punch, punch holes in arms, legs and 
body as indicated. Save five of the circles. 
Cut one in half for the mouth. Glue two 
together for the nose. 
On both sides and edges, paint the 
body, arms, legs, cap, nose and mouth 
red. Paint th e boots black. The smoother 
side of the egg carton will probably re-
quire two coats of paint to cover the 
print. Mix a little red and white paint to-
gether and paint Santa's face pink. Paint 
his two cheeks (punched circles) a darker 
pink and paint his beard white as shown. 
Santa's head : Gently stretch a bit of 
cotton to form the " fur" for Santa's cap 
and glue in place. 
Add eyes of black beads, dots of black 
paper or draw in , and add eyebrows of 
white yarn. Glue on cheeks and nose. 
Glue short pieces of white yarn to form 
the beard. Add mustache and mouth. 
Glue head to body. Glue cotton to cuffs 
on arms, front and back. Glue cotton to 
bottom of jacket on front only. Affix arms 
and legs to body with paper fasteners. 
Glue on white yarn for hair and cotton for 
cap' s " fur" on back side. Roll bits of cot-
ton between your fingers and glue these 
three " puffs" onto front of Santa's jacket 
and one onto the tip of his cap. A little 
hair spray will keep the cotton and yarn 
intact. 
Glue popsicle stiaks together to form 
an " I" . Thread a large needle with heavy 
thread. Sew lengths of thread about 18" 
long to top of cap, hands and boots, knot-
ting securely in place. Tie thread from cap 
to center bar; thread from hands to either 
end of a second bar and thread from 
boots to either end of third bar. A touch 
of glue will hold the knotted ends in 
place. 
There you have him! The liveliest, mer-
riest Santa ever - dancing for joy because 
you created him! Should he tire of danc-
ing, let him rest a bit on a branch of your 
Christmas tree and share his joy with 
everyone. 
Festival of th e Trees wishes you a 
Happy Holiday! O 
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"Decking the Halls" 
or 
"Ideas For Ornaments That Can Be Made at Home" 
Perhaps you have noticed ornaments 
made from "Baker's Dough" in gift and 
specialty shops. Not being one to want to 
spend a fortune on holiday decorations 
that look hand-crafted, I have found a 
recipe for Baker's Dough that is relatively 
easy to make. Unlimited kinds of orna-
ments can be made using any 
Christmas-oriented cookie cutters. Ex-
perience is the best teacher, but after 
some experimenting you will be able to 
master the technique most suited to you. 
I have made dozens of these orna-
ments using acrylic paint to give them 
color. They can also be covered with var-
nish or left plain to look like cookies. 
They last for years, but care should be 
taken when packing for storage or mail-
ing , as they do crack or break . 
Children handle this method very well 
with supervision , so have fun with the 
whole family. 
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by Leslee Paquette 
Baker's Dough Ornaments 
4 cups flour 
1 cup salt 
1Yi cups water 
Mix flour and salt, then gradually add 
water until doughy and easily handled. 
Knead dough for five minutes. Roll on 
floured surface to%" thickness. Dip cut-
ter into flour then cut dough with cutter. 
Make small hole on the top of each with a 
toothpick. Lift with thin spatula and place 
on ungreased cookie sheet. Bake at 325 
degrees until light brown (approximately 
30 minutes}. Paint when cooled, if de-
sired. Put string or ribbon through hole 
to hang. 
Another recipe for an interesting look-
ing ornament was given to me by a family 
friend , who got it from an unknown 
source. Although not an original idea, 
you might enjoy trying it for something 
unique on the tree. 
Christmas Wreath Ornament 
1 large Shredded Wheat Biscuit 
5 drops green food coloring 
v. cup white glue 
Crumble biscuit into a bowl. Mix food 
coloring and glue and combine with 
crumbled biscuit unti l cereal is com-
pletely coated. Pile on top of a small mar-
garine tub lid, and shape with f ingers into 
a wreath using the lid as a form. Whi le still 
wet, attach a loop of ribbon, stri ng, or an 
ornament hanger, and decorate with red 
candies for berries. Let wreath dry on lid 
for 24 hours , then peel it off. O 
YULE DECORATIONS ARE FUN TO MAKE 
by Dana Calhoon 
CHRISTMAS TREE CENTERPIECE 
Magazines folded in a variety of 
Christmas forms appeared in holiday art 
last year and have been expanded to rep-
resent everything from a witch to an elec-
tion elephant. We used a Naval Institute 
Proceedings for a tree. Remove covers 
and pages that are of a different weight -
cardboard coupons, newsprint adver-
tisements. Fold each page to the left 
forming a straight line from top left to 
bottom right. There will be a small 
triangle that extends beyond the center 
of the magazine. Double this back to the 
right and continue through the 
magazine. Paste the front and back pages 
together and spray. We used a bright 
green enamel but the posibilities are end-
less if your family can be deviated from 
the traditional. Gold trimmed with angel 
hair, fuchsia accented with pink decora-
tions or any of the rich blues. An inverted 
champagne glass sprayed gold is an ex-
cellent base, but one can be made from 
styrofoam or balsa wood . A small angel 
with a fluffy skirt will conceal the blunt 
top of your tree but a three dimensional 
star can be used. Be sure to keep the 
decorations in proportion with the size of 
the tree. Miniature balls, plastic straws 
cut in small pieces and strung with beads 
or bottle caps sprayed in bright colors are 
excellent. The only limitations on 
magazines used are the quality of the 
paper and most important the method of 
attaching pages. Poor quality paper will 
not take paint and will not be stiff enough 
to stand erect when folded. Pages must 
be glued or bound together. Stapled 
pages will not fluff out in a circle and if the 
staples are removed the magazine falls 
apart. The size of the magazine, of 
course, determines the size of the object, 
but for additional fullness use two 
magazines. Someone made an angel 
from the Honolulu phone book! 
SNOWMAN 
This is one that older children can do. I 
made our snowman in the eighth grade 
and he has been refurbished every year 
to hang on a door or wall. Tear news-
paper into strips and make a thin paste of 
flour and water. This should be about the 
consistency of potato soup. Cover the 
backs of a dinner plate and a salad plate 
with a circle of newspapers and apply 
strips of paper soaked in the paste. Mold 
the head to the body with , the paper 
strips. Build up the center of the snow-
man with additional paper and paste, 
using a layer of no less than Yi inch. Allow 
to dry thoroughly before removing the 
plates . This will take two days. Cover the 
newspaper form with white glue and cot-
ton. The kind sold in rolls to be used 
around a tree works much better than 
surgical cotton. Cut the entire snowman 
out of one piece rather than covering the 
head and body separately. I used a knit 
stocking hat but a top hat can be made 
from construction paper. Black buttons 
make excellent eyes and a small piece of 
rickrack is an interesting mouth. These 
can be attached with glue or sewn. Cover 
a strip of cardboard 2 inches wide and 
slightly longer than the diameter of the 
body with cotton for arms. Glue two mit-
tens in the center and attach across the 
body of the snowman. Fill his arms with 
small, gaily wrapped packages, greens 
and candy canes. You'll find he has quite 
a personality. 
TISSUE PAPER ORNAMENTS 
Lovely, inexpensive ornaments can 
easily be created from tissue paper and 
styrofoam. Paper is available in a mul-
titude of bright colors ranging from pas-
tels to a tweedy madras strip. If you plan 
to use the ornaments for several years , be 
sure you buy paper from a craft house, as 
the kind sold for gift wrapping fades very 
quickly. I made balls in several sizes using 
a 2 inch styrofoam ball and varying the 
size of paper squares. Tree-size orna-
ments use 3 inch squares. Cut the tissue 
into squares using two or three colors. 
Fold several of the squares in half, in half 
again and then diagonally, forming a right 
triangle. Cut around the top in a half-
heart shape. Do not cut down as far as the 
folded point. Unfold the paper and you 
will have four hearts attached at the 
point. Take two or three of the papers , 
alternating colors, pierce with a straight 
pin, twist and attach to the ball. The 
number used to cover a ball depends on 
your taste . Crowd them close together 
for a ruffly ball or spread them out for a 
butterfly effect. If the paper tufts are not 
close together it may be necessary to glue 
the tips of them together to keep the 
styrofoa m from showing. Accent the 
ruffly balls with streamers of ribbon from 
the bottom or bits of paper in the centers 
of the flowers for the loosely spaced 
ones. A folded pipecleaner in the top of 
the ball serves as a hanger when it is 
finished and a handle during construc-
tion. This same technique can be used in 
a multitude of ways. A Styrofoam wreath 
or tree covered in solid color, a topiary in 
several colors or large hanging balls using 
5 inch squares. Try two balls and white 
tissue for a snowman, making his hat and 
features detachable. At Easter he can be 
converted to a rabbit! 
LACY TREE ORNAMENTS 
Yarn or string dipped in heavy starch 
and laced around a toy balloon can be 
decorated in many ways. The size of the 
ornament depends on the amount the 
balloon is inflated. Various shapes can be 
produced. Color either by spraying after 
the starch is dry or precolor the solution 
with food color. Remember, the dry color 
will be much lighter. After the ball is dry, 
carefully deflate and remove balloon. 
Giant glitter is available this season in 
several colors, gold and silver. Instead of 
being a fine powder, the particles are 1/16 
inch squares, reflecting a great deal more 
light. Glitter, beads or sequins may be 
glued or sewn onto the balls. Small fig-
ures or birds in a loosely woven orna-
ment would add interest to your tree. O 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
141 Webster at Cass 
(behind Monterey Post Office) 
For Very Wide Feet We Stock to EEE 
For Very Narrow Feet We Stock to AAA 





With Thia Ad 
$ 1.00 off to Military on 1st Plllr 




Quest for the Perfect Tree 
by Leslee Paquette 
The Christmas Tree. As inevitable as 
death and taxes in American culture. 
Never mind that the custom originated in 
Germany in the 8th century as a counter 
to the pagan worship of sacred oak trees. 
A home without a Christmas tree is like a 
home without a television - absolutely 
unheard of! 
Our quest for the perfect tree began in 
1976. It was three feet of plastic and wire 
with a total of twelve ornaments , and set 
on a table so we could see it from across 
the room. It even shed its plastic needles . 
Despite the sentimental value of our first 
Christmas tree, we put the poor thing out 
of its misery and resolved to step up to a 
" live" tree the following year. 
During the next holiday season , I was 
great with child, and waited until my hus-
band returned from a deployment in De-
cember to purchase the " live" tree. Neg-
lecting the obvious fact that a cut tree in a 
lot was closer to being dead, we went off 
to search for " the" tree after dinner. Of 
course it was pitch black outside, but that 
didn't stop us . It was a perfect tree in the 
dark , yet in the light of day slightly less 
than what we expected. There was a 
curve in the trunk, so that it leaned in its 
stand . And whenever it was touched , it 
rained pine needles. Slamming the front 
door was enough to set off a shower. The 
memory of the leaning tree lingered long 
after Christmas with the pine needles that 
clogged the vacuum and hid in the carpet 
for our bare feet to find. 
The next Christmas just had to be 
better . . . after all, we had a daughter for 
Santa to visit , and we would cut our own 
tree! We had learned from our mistakes. 
I scanned the classified ads of the 
Philadelphia Inquirer for weeks, and de-
cided that Berlin, New Jersey sounded 
exotic enough, and far enough from 
Philly for a brief escape. Besides, it had to 
be a good omen to get a Christmas tree 
from a place called Berlin. After all , the 
tradition came from Germany! 
With baby in snow suit and map in 
hand, off we went in search of the elusive 
Berlin , New Jersey. Needless to say, we 
became hopelessly lost. Only those who 
have been lost in South Jersey can ap-
preciate our predicament. Sadistic gas 
station attendents kept assuring us that it 
was a few more miles past the next left 
turn . Miraculously, we managed to find a 
tree farm and decided we had better get 
while the getting was good. 
The owner measured the selected trees 
with a six foot ruler , and no matter what 
the tree looked like, it was six feet tall. 
How it was trimmed after we bought it 
30 
was our problem! 
So we went back to Philly with a trunk 
full of six feet of home grown tree. And 
after some careful pruning, it was erected 
in a place of honor in the living room. 
Our daugher felt compelled to eat the 
needles however, no matter how closely 
supervised . 
Therefore our quest for the perfect tree 
LEP 
continues today. Being the experienced 
tree buyers that we are, we decided it 
must be 1) tall enough to be seen , but not 
too tall , 2) fresh enough not to shed, but 
conveniently already found cut nearby, 
and 3) unable to have its needles pulled 
off for a snack between meals. Somehow 
I thi nk it's an impossible dream. 0 
11 SI)( FEET . . :' 30.00 PL.EASE. J t\ 
Guaranteed Hair Cuts 
No Charge Consultation Service 
205 17th Street Pacific Grove, CA 93950 373-1304 
Restrictions for Christmas Mail 
by Leslee Paquette 
Christmas is the time of year when bus-
iness at the post office is at its peak , and 
the fami lies stationed at NPS will contri-
bute a good deal to the already bu rgeon-
ing load at the Main Post office in Mon-
terey, located at 565 Hartnell. Mr. Richard 
Abbott, supervisor of the facility, pro-
vi ded the following information about 
Christmas mail ing in an effort to reduce 
the frustration of incorrectly wrapped 
parcels, or cards mai led too late for deliv-
ery by December 25th. 
The Christmas Mailing Dates as shown 
on the chart are from a directive dated 
October 25, 1979; however, Mr. Abbott 
stated that they would still apply. Mail to a 
foreign civilian address should have al-
ready been sent by October 15. Domestic 
surface mail, including packages , with 
addresses to the East Coast, should be 
sent by December 5th. However, cards 
and parcels can still reach the East Coast 
in time for Christmas if sent by Priority 
Mai l by December 18th. 
More importantly, packages must be 
wrapped properly. Not only can the con-
tents be damaged, but the post office can 
refuse to accept a box that is not w rapped 
accordi ng ot its guidelines. Parcels 
shou ld be sealed with good tape (NOT 
masking or cel lopha ne) rather than 
string, because of the conveyers that 
handle them at regional bulk mail cen-
ters. Size is important also. Parcels can 
weigh 16 ounces or more, but cannot ex-
ceed 40 pounds, and the combined 
length and girth, as measured following 
the example, cannot exceed 84 inches. 
Writi ng on the box must not be water 
soluble or easily smeared. It is also sug-
gested that the address be inserted inside 
the package in case the outside writing is 
obl iterated. 
If, in spite of your best intentions, you 
wait until the last minute, Express Mail 
will guarantee fast and reliable overnight 
delivery service to many major met-
ropolitan areas. The package wi l l be deli-
vered by 3:00 p.m. the next day, or can be 
picked up as early as 10: 00 a.m. at the 
destination post office . Of course, this 
service is extremely expensive, and is re-
commended only as a last resort . 
Finally, Mr. Abbott suggested using 
care and common sense in selecting a gift 
for mail ing. He pointed out that light 
items are cheaper to send air mail than 
heavier items are to send parcel post. 
Select l ighter, non-breakable gifts. And 
keep in mind that books and records get a 
special Fourth Class rate. 
As you can see, Christmas is a lot closer 
than you thought, especially for out of 
town friends and relatives. Don't hesti-
tate to call the Post Office if you have any 
questions or desire further information. 
0 
How to M easure a Parcel 
.t 
f--• LENGTH ----·~ 
~--··· • LENGTH · · · ····--- · ·1 
THE "WHOLE" IN ONE 
CLEANING CENTER 
Now - the cleaners you can trust 
with your suede, leathers & furs! 
We are the only firm in the area 
to have the DuPont Valclene method-
a one-step process which does not 
remove the color, only dirt and stains. 
l&JLCLENE 
Laundry • Dry Cleaning • Alterations 
Two Hour Dry Cleaning Service 
HAL KITILESON 
372-3101 
910 Del Monte Center, Monterey 
" -~ 




Christmas Mailing Dates 
Miiitary Mall--Outbound 
To assure the timely arrival at overseas destinations for Christmas delivuy, 




Africa . . .... .. .... . 8Dcc ...... 8Dcc . .. . .. 17Nov .. . .. lONov ... . . l()Nov. 
Alllllta ............ . 15 Dec . .... 15 Dec ..... 8 Dec ...... I Dec ...... I Dec. 
Hawaii ........... . 15 Dec ..... 15 Dec . . . . . . . .. .................... I Dec. 
Australia ..... . . . . . . 1 Dec . . . . .. 1 Dec . .. . .. 17 Nov ... . . 10 Nov .... . 27 Oct 
Caribbean/W. 
lndiea .. . .. ..... . 14 Dec ..... 14 Dec . ... . 30 Nov . . .. . 22 Nov .. . .. IS Nov. 
Central/South 
Anlaica .. . ..... . 1 Dec . . .. .. 1 Dec ...... 17 Nov .. ... 10 Nov ..... 10 Nov. 
Europe ..... . . . . .. . 12Dcc ..... 12Dcc ... .. 28Nov ..... 21 Nov . .. . . IONov. 
Far East ..... .. ... . 12 Dec .. . .. 12 Dec . .... 28 Nov ..... 21 Nov . .... 27 Oct. 
Greenland . .... . , .. . 8 Dec ...... 8 Dec ...... I Dec .. .. .. 24 Nov ..... 24 Nov. 
Iceland ........... . 14Dcc . .... 14Dcc ..... 30Nov ..... 22Nov .. ... 22Nov. 
Mid East ... . ...... . 5 Dec . . .. . . 5 Dec ...... 8 Nov . . .... 1 Nov .. . ... 1 Nov. 
South Eaat/ Asia .... . 1 Dec ..... . 1 Dec ... . . . 12 Nov . .... 10 Nov .. . .. 27 Oct. 
Miiitary Mail-Inbound 
To assure the timely arrival and delivery at U.S. destinations, all mail should 






Uatcway Polnta . . . . . IU Uec . . . . . I U Dec . . . . . 15 Dec . . . . . ~ Dec . . . . . . ~ Dec. 
International Mall-Outbound 
DestlllCltlon 
North & Northwest Africa ....... ... . . 
Australia . . .. ..... . . . .......... . ... . 
Caribbean/W. Indica . . ........... . . . . 
Central/South America .. .. . . ... .. .. . . 
~~ol:st : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Mid East . . ..... .... .............. . . 
Southeast Asia . ............ . .. . .... . 
Southeast Africa . . .................. . 
West Africa ....................... . . 
Air '9rcels 
28 Nov . . ....... 8 Dec .. ...... . . 10 Nov. 
28 Nov . . . . . . . . . 1 Dec . . . . . . . . . . 27 Oct. 
12 Dec . .. .. . .. . 14 Dec ......... 13 Nov. 
30 Nov ... .... . . 1 Dec ........ . . 10 Nov. 
8 Dec ....... . .. 12 Dec ........ . 10 Nov. 
8 Dec .. .... .. .. 12 Dec ......... 27 Oct. 
28 Nov ....... .. 5 Dec ... . . . ... . 1 Nov. 
30 Nov . . . . . . . . . 1 Dec . . . . . . . . . . 27 Oct. 
28 Nov . . . . . . . . . 8 Dec . . . . . . . . . . 27 Oct. 
28 Nov . . . . . . . . . 8 Dec. . . . . . . . . . 27 Oct. 
l)errp 
~ llbrt~tma~ 
(!) FORM ROLLS FROM NEWSPAPER. 
ROLLS AROUND FRAME. 
•• 
e1ja 




FAMILY CLUB PLAN 
6 different Studio sittings of 
individuals or family. 
$24.00 
Includes one 5 x 5 size original 
Portrait of each sitting. 
$15.00 off from any of the 
package plans. 
3 month old Baby Bonus Por-
trait in 5 x 5 size original. 






PACK CUSHIONING MATERIAL IN 
BOTTOM OF CARTON-WRAP EACH 
ITEi SEP ARA TEL Y. 
l,JC.~ 
. . . CD 
CD 
PACK WRAPPED 
ITEMS IN CENTER 
OF CARTON AND 
PACK MATERIAL 
AROUND AND OVER. 
OVERFILL SLIGHTLY 
WITH CUSHIONING 
MATERIAL TO HOLD 
ITEMS IN PLACE. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ti;;...,,,~~== w 
SCHEDULED AIRLINES TICKET OFFICE 
REPRESENTING THE SCHEDULED AIRLINES OF THE U.S.A. 
AIR CARRIERS REPRESENTATION CONVENIENTLY LOCATED 
ON MILITARY POST FOR THE USE OF THE MILITARY 
AND THEIR DEPENDENTS. 
Naval Postgraduate School, Room E 124 - 649-8621 
Other offices at Ft. Ord and the Presidio of Monterey (DLI) 
by Kathy Alleman 
With Thanksgiving just a few weeks 
away, Christmas will be here sooner than 
you think! To help you and your family 
get into the Christmas spirit, the OSWC is 
sponsoring the Christmas & Crafts Bazaar 
and visits by Santa. 
Circle Saturday, November 15th, on 
your calendar and plan to attend the an-
nual Christmas & Crafts Bazaar. The 
Bazaar features the sale of handicrafts 
items of all kinds made by some very 
talented people. 
In the past, this " Holiday Potpourri" 
has always been a sure fire way to aid you 
in your Christmas shopping worries. Ex-
amples of items sold are Raggedy Ann 
dolls, childrens handmade clothing, stuf-
fed animals, pottery, jewelry, pine cone 
wreaths, and many more items. 
This year's Bazaar will offer many of the 
same crafts as last year, plus some new 
ones. Perhaps there is someone on your 
Christmas shopping list who would like a 
silk screen etching or a hand-quilted 
baby bib? 
If you get the "munchies" while brows-
ing, theOSWCwill be holding a bake sale 
at the Bazaar with lots of goodies! 
SANTA VISITS 
So pack up the kids or better yet have 
your husband babysit and come to the 
OSWC Holiday Bazaar. Doors to the Bar-
bara McNitt Ballroom will open at 10:00 
a.m. and selling will continue until 3:00 
p.m. 
Sponsored by the OSWC are the ever 
popular Santa Visits. Santa Claus will be 
holding special visits in La Mesa Village 
the nights of December 1 thru December 
4, 1980 between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. Santa 
will spend 10-15 minutes with your chil-
dren to give them a chance to tell Santa 
what they really want for Christmas. 
This has always been an enjoyable and 
exciting event for both parents and chil-
dren. Last year's Santas were very busy 
entertaining at a birthday party for one 
lucky child and doing that " little some-
thing special" to make the international 
children share in the joy of Christmas. 
If you would like to have Santa " drop-
in" or your children, please fill out the 
reservation from in the special flyer 
which is due for distribution around 
November 15, 1980. More details will be 
provided in this flyer. 
Questions about either of these two 
events can be directed to Sharon Cal-
caterra (372-3734) or Kathy Alleman 
(373-4688). 0 
Bobby and Kim Hayes thoroughly enjoyed their visit from Santa last year. 
35 
hn' Restaurant Neil De Vaug 
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Avoid vacation time burglaries 
... don't just lock up 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (NES) 
... With summer just around the 
comer, many Navy families are 
planning to take leave to visit 
grandma and grandpa, or simply 
to get away from it all. Heavily 
laden with suitcases, most will 
simply lock their doors as they 
leave and think nothing more of 
their homes until they return. 
Some, however, will return to 
near empty houses - the victims 
of vacation time burglaries. 
Although there is no way to 
make your house or apartment 
truly "burglar-proof' - a de-
termined intruder will find a 
way to enter - many things can 
be done to make your home far 
less attractive to potential 
thieves . The National Crime Pre-
vention Institute at the Universi-
ty of LouisviJle suggests you do 
the following to burglar-proof 
your home while on leave. 
On the outside 
e In summer, keep trees and 
shrubs pruned so they do not 
block the view of doors and 
windows . . 
• Have your lawn cut while 
you're gone if you intend to be 
away for more than a week. 
e Burglars watch for accu-
mulation of mail and news-
papers or other deliveries outside 
your doors. Arrange to have de-
liveries stopped, or, better yet , 
have a neighbor pick up these 
articles daily. That way, no de-
livery persons will know you are 
away. 
e Leave a car parked in your 
driveway or ask a neighbor to 
use your driveway while you're 
gone. 
e Outside lighting can be an 
effective deterrent , but consider 
whether it will annoy neighbors. 
If you do plan to use outside 
lighting, let your peighbors 
know and they'll probably be 
sympathetic and keep a con-
scious lookout from time to 
time themselves. 
On the inside 
e Install dead bolt locks on 
all exterior doors (typical door-
knob locks are not sufficient), 
and ensure that all doors are 
solid and well-fitting. The pin in 
the dead bolt lock should be at 
least one-inch long with a hard-
ened steel insert. 
e Put a mail slot in the front 
door, thereby eliminating visible 
collections of mail, messages and 
flyers. 
•ff you get a chain lock, be 
sure it's a sturdy, spring-loaded 
type that can lock when you 
leave the house. 
e Door hinges should be on 
the interior of the house. It's rel-
atively easy for a professional 
burglar to take a hinge off a 
door if he can get to it. 
• Many sliding glass door 
locks are flimsy. Put a "Charlie 
bar" in the track whe~e the door 
Your independent travel 
agent serves you best. 
446 PACIFIC STREET 
MONTEREY, CALIF. 93940 
649-4292 
A Classmate advertiser for 15 years . 
slides. Install sheet metal screws 
in the top track which the slid-
ing door occupies when it is 
closed. These screws should ex-
tend down far enough from the 
upper track to clear the sliding 
door. This prevents someone 
from lifting the door out of the 
tracks and entering. 
• Windows are difficult to 
secure. Double-hung windows 
with wooden frames can be shut 
permanently with nails. If they 
are needed for ventilation, wood 
screws should be installed in the 
window track so they cannot be 
opened far enough for a burglar 
to crawl through. 
• Hand cranks should be re-
moved from casement windows 
and worn latches replaced. 
• Lights left on for several 
days and nights will be a clue 
that the house is empty. How-
ever, timers can be connected to 
·lights and radios in various parts 
of the house to make it appear 
they are being used periodically. 
These are only a few of the 
many precautions that can be 
taken to secure your home. The 
basic rule is to use common 
sense and make your home look 
lived in. Check with the local 
police department or base securi-
ty force for additional informa-
tion on residential crime pre-
vention. Follow their advice and 
have a worry-free leave, confi-
dent that when you get away 




Slow down and save gas. 
,, OU,SIDtJEYt ~w COUL.DYOU?. •.. t-JorOUR l=IR5T-80RN MAl£C.Hl<..D!" 
HOLMANS 
of the monterey peninsula 
A Full Service Department Store 
Men's Clothing 
Ladies' Clothing 
Trends for Him & Her 
Children/ Infants/ Boy's 
Ladies' Accessories 
Everything For The Home 
Shop HOLMAN'S, Lighthouse Ave., Pacific Grove 
TRENDS for HIM & HER, Carmel Rancho Center 
The TREND SHOP, Pacific Grove, Del Monte Center 
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1. You need __ to g ive your body energy. 
5.- gas c.., be pumped '°,our home tor heating end cooking. 
6. Fuel for automobiles. 
8. The first successful __ well wes drilled In the United SlelH 
in 1859. 
10. The thick liquid thel I• pumped from underground pools Is 
called __ oil. 
11 . Nuclear energy is -.vy ,.i..sed when en __ ls split •pert. 
OOWN : 
1. Coal, natural gas, endol ~,. called __ fuels . 
2. __ is the po- to make things move. 
3. The Europeens ..,. the first to mlne __ f0< heeling. 
4. In a s team engine, COlll Is burned to heel __ . 
7. Energy from the ,..,. 
9. When w.W bolls, __ le rele8Md k> WOftl tor us. 
WHlS ' 6 
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If your husb..nd is not .i student .it NPS, .ind you would like to receive the CLASSMATE 
e.ich month , complete the subscription bl.ink below .ind send it, .ilong with $8.00, to 
SMC 2330 .ind CLASSMATE will be m.iiled to you for one ye.ir. 
CLASSMATE 
SMC 2330 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Monterey, CA. 93940 
Subscription : 
O ne Year/$S.OO 
Adel re-., : - -------------- ------ --------
Ci ty. -----------State: ______ Zip : _____ _ 
Plea ~e make check payable to OSWC. 
To Help You With 
Your Next Move 
Wherever You Are Going 
CALL ANN GRACI DA 
(703) 522-5888 
Arlington, VA 
I AM MOVING TO ____ ___ _ _ _ 
AND WOULD LIKE INFORMATION ON YOUR RELO-
CATION SERVICE D 
I WILL BE MOVING TO THE D.C. AREA AND WOULD 
LIKE HOUSING INFORMATION D 
MY FAMILY CONSISTS OF SPOUSE D 
AND CHILDREN. PRICE RANGE ____ _ 
NAME _______ RANK ___ _ 
ADDRESS CITY ___ _ 
STATE ZIP PHONE __ _ 
"Nice People To Do Business With" 
SHANNON·&. LUCHS 
REALTORS® • Eetablished 1 l:IVIO 
2160 N. GLEBE •ARLINGTON, VA 
orf olk-Vir,gin1a Beac 
Don Leneski 
WILL BE IN MONTEREY 
NOVEMBER 20 THROUGH 23 
AT THE. 
HOLIDAY INN 
Call or Write : 394-3321 
**** <t41LITARY SERVICES 
5541 Parliament Drive Suite 205 
Virginia Beach. Va. 23462 
Toll Free 800- 446-8104 -~·goo"~. 
~ ~ 
I AM INTEAESTED IN OBTAINING INFOAMATION ON 0 • • 0 
HOME 0 TOWNHOUSE 0 DUPLEX 0 1 '-../ ..-> / 
COAST TO COAST RELOCATION SEAVICE 0 "'<>~ ~ 
Ying• 
MY FAMILY CONSISTS OF SPOUSE 0 AND CHILDAEN 
I PAEFEA TO LOCATE IN NOAFOLK 0 VIAGINIA BEACH 0 
PAKEAANGE ______________ ~ 
NAME AANK __ _ 
ADDRESS CITY------
STATE ZIP PHONE ----
